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The technology disclosed relates to adapting online social
feed items according to the posting formats of each of the
multiple destination online social environments to which they
are posted, regardless of the source online social environments from which they originate. In particular, it relates to
creating separate instances of a feed item such that each of the
instances includes tag formats, social handles or identifiers
that are compatible to the online social environments in which
they are embedded. These separate instances of a feed item
can all be embedded in a first online social environment while
preserving their tag formats corresponding to other online
social environments.
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1
SYSTEMS AND METHODS OF ONLINE
SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT BASED
TRANSLATION OF ENTITY METHODS

[0007] Other aspects and advantages of the present invention can be seen on review of the drawings, the detailed
description and the claims, which follow.

RELATED APPLICATION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of u.s. Provisional Patent Application No. 611804,900, entitled, "System
and Method for Preserving Different User Name Mentions
Referencing the Same Entity for Posting in Multiple Social
Networks," filed on 25 Mar. 2013. The provisional application is hereby incorporated by reference for all purposes.

[0008] The included drawings are for illustrative purposes
and serve only to provide examples of possible structures and
process operations for one or more implementations of this
disclosure. These drawings in no way limit any changes in
form and detail that may be made by one skilled in the art
without departing from the spirit and scope of this disclosure.
A more complete understanding of the subject matter may be
derived by referring to the detailed description and claims
when considered in conjunction with the following figures,
wherein like reference numbers refer to similar elements
throughout the figures.
[0009] FIG. 1 illustrates one implementation of an entity
mention translation environment.
[0010] FIG. 2 shows one implementation of workflow of
entity mention translation.
[0011] FIG. 3 illustrates one implementation of a graphical
user-interface of selecting contents for inclusion in a feed
item.
[0012] FIG. 4 is one implementation of a graphical userinterface of feed item creation.
[0013] FIGS. SA and 5B show various implementations of
graphical user-interfaces of embedding a feed item in multiple online social environments.
[0014] FIG. 6 illustrates one implementation of an entity
mention translation schema.
[0015] FIG. 7 is a flow chart of one implementation of
adapting entity mentions to online social environments based
specificities.
[0016] FIG. 8 shows a flow chart of one implementation of
converting entity mentions to online social environments specific identifiers.
[0017] FIG. 9 illustrates a flow chart of one implementation
of translating entity mentions to social networking sites specific identifiers.
[0018] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of an example computer
system of entity mention translation.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The subject matter discussed in the background section should not be assumed to be prior art merely as a result of
its mention in the background section. Similarly, a problem
mentioned in the background section or associated with the
subject matter of the background section should not be
assumed to have been previously recognized in the prior art.
The subject matter in the background section merely represents different approaches, which in and of themselves may
also correspond to implementations of the claimed inventions.
[0003] The technology disclosed relates to adapting online
social feed items according to the posting formats of each of
the multiple destination online social environments to which
they are posted, regardless of the source online social environments from which they originate. In particular, it relates to
creating separate instances of a feed item such that each of the
instances includes tag formats, social handles or identifiers
that are compatible to the online social environments in which
they are embedded. These separate instances of a feed item
can all be embedded in a first online social environment while
preserving their tag formats corresponding to other online
social environments.
[0004] With ever increasing numbers of online social communities, more and more users are now registered at more
than one online social community. Unfortunately, current
platforms offered by the online social communities do not
support intra-community communication, which is specific
to each of the online social community.
[0005] Accordingly, it is desirable to provide systems and
methods that offer a flexible approach to intra-community
communication. An opportunity arises to create social feed
items that are specific to each of the destination online social
communities to which they are posted, regardless of the
source online social communities from which they originate.
Improved user experience and engagement and higher customer satisfaction and retention may result.
SUMMARY

[0006] The technology disclosed relates to adapting online
social feed items according to the posting formats of each of
the multiple destination online social environments to which
they are posted, regardless of the source online social environments from which they originate. In particular, it relates to
creating separate instances of a feed item such that each of the
instances includes tag formats, social handles or identifiers
that are compatible to the online social environments in which
they are embedded. These separate instances of a feed item
can all be embedded in a first online social environment while
preserving their tag formats corresponding to other online
social environments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0019] The following detailed description is made with reference to the figures. Sample implementations are described
to illustrate the technology disclosed, not to limit its scope,
which is defined by the claims. Those of ordinary skill in the
art will recognize a variety of equivalent variations on the
description that follows.
[0020] The technology disclosed can include systems and
methods for adapting entity mentions in a feed item to multiple online social environments based environment-specific
requirements such as social handle-types, tag formats and
identifiers. When a user creates a feed item to post on more
than one social networking sites, the technology disclosed
can adapt that feed item to be compatible with posting formats
of multiple social networking sites. In this application, the
terms "social networking sites", "online social environments" and "online social communities" are used interchangeably.
[0021] In some implementations, the technology disclosed
can create separate instances of a feed item such that each of
the instances are specific to the destination social networking
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sites to which they are posted. In other implementations, it
can use pick lists to receive user selection of entities, entity
mentions, contacts, social handles, and social networking
sites. In some other implementations, it can user drop down
menus, dynamic lists and the like.
[0022] The technology disclosed can include systems and
methods for converting entity mentions in a feed item to
social networking site specific identifiers for cross posting on
heterogeneous social networking sites.
[0023] In some implementations, the technology disclosed
can resolve entity mentions in a feed item by looking up tag
formats that are specific to each of the heterogeneous social
networking sites in which the tag item is shared. In other
implementations, it can automatically cross-post to the heterogeneous social networking sites associated with the entity
mentions that include social handle-types, which are specific
to the social networking sites.
[0024] The technology disclosed can include systems and
methods for translating entity mentions in a message to social
networking sites specific identifiers when posting the message to different social networking sites.
[0025] In some implementations, the technology disclosed
can receive a message from a user that mentions an entity. It
can further present the user with a list of handles or social
networking sites for which the handles are known. Based on
the user selection, it can then create separate instances of the
message with specific identifiers and embed them in the corresponding social networking sites.
[0026] In some implementations, the technology disclosed
can create a canonical entity identifier that is linked to multiple social handles previously specified by a user. Based on
this canonical entity identifier, the technology disclosed can
automatically embed different instances of a feed item in
social networking sites corresponding to the multiple social
handles before receiving the request to post the feed item on
the multiple online social environments.
[0027] The technology disclosed relates to adapting entity
mentions to online social environments for use in a computerimplemented system. The described subject matter can be
implemented in the context of any computer-implemented
system, such as a software-based system, a database system,
a multi-tenant environment, or the like. Moreover, the
described subject matter can be implemented in connection
with two or more separate and distinct computer-implemented systems that cooperate and communicate with one
another. One or more implementations may be implemented
in numerous ways, including as a process, an apparatus, a
system, a device, a method, a computer readable medium
such as a computer readable storage medium containing computer readable instructions or computer program code, or as a
computer program product comprising a computer usable
medium having a computer readable program code embodied
therein.
Translation Environment
[0028] FIG. 1 illustrates one implementation of an entity
mention translation environment 100. FIG. 1 also shows that
environment 100 can include contact-related data sources
120, entities store 130, social data store 145, instances data
store 148 and contacts store 138. The social data store 145 can
hold social accounts 140 and social handles 146. FIG. 1 also
illustrates matching engine 110, translation engine 115,
embedding engine 118, and crawler 128. In other implementations, environment 100 may not have the same elements as

those listed above and/or may have other/different elements
instead of, or in addition to, those listed above.
[0029] Regarding different types of contact-related data
sources 120, access controlled application programming
interfaces (APIs) like Yahoo Boss, Facebook Open Graph,
Twitter Firehose can provide real-time search data aggregated
from numerous social media sources such as Yahoo, Facebook and Twitter. Invocations to access controlled APIs can
initialize sorting, processing and normalization of contactrelated data. Public Internet can provide contact-related data
from public sources such as first hand web sites, blogs, web
search aggregators, and social media aggregators. Social networking sites can provide contact-related data from social
media sources such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and
Klout.
[0030] The entities store 138 can include real-world entities
mentioned or encoded in feed items for posting on online
social environments. In some implementations, these entities
can have accounts registered at multiple online social environments. In other implementations, entities store 138 can
hold entity mentions with supplemental entity attributes for
the real-world entities. Entity attributes can represent properties or characteristics of the real-world entities such as
names, addresses, job titles, usernames, contact information,
employer names, etc.
[0031] In some implementations, entity mentions can be
web or database profiles of the real-world entities stored as a
system of interlinked hypertext documents that can be
accessed via the network 125 (e.g., the Internet). Examples of
entity mentions can include social profiles, social handles,
unified resource locators CURLs), business-to-business contacts, etc.
[0032] The contacts store 138 can hold business-to-business contacts such as accounts, contacts and leads along with
supplemental information. In some implementations, this
supplemental information can be names, addresses, number
of employees and other contact-related information.
[0033] The social data store 145 can include social media
content like social media sources, social accounts, social
personas, social profiles, social handles, etc. In some implementations, social media content can add social context to the
business-to-business contacts held in the contacts store 138.
Conversely, business-to-business contacts can add business
context to the social personas or profiles.
[0034] Social handles from contact-related data sources
120 can be stored as social handles 146. In some implementations, social handles 146 can identifY the username a person
has selected and the accompanying URL like www.twitter.
comlusername. In other implementations, a contact's Facebook profile can be stored as social accounts 140, which can
include the contact's Facebook pictures, posts, messages, etc.
[0035] The crawler 128 can spider the contact-related data
sources 120 to retrieve contact-related data, including web
data associated with business-to-business contacts. In some
implementations, crawler 120 can extract a list of contacts
from a master database and search those contacts on contactrelated data sources 120 in order to determine if social or web
content associated with contacts exists within those sources.
If the contact-related data sources 120 provide positive
matches to any of the contacts, the crawler 128 can store the
retrieved social or web content in the social data store 145 and
the business-to-business contacts to contacts store 138.
[0036] The matching engine 110 can match the entities
mentioned in feed items to contacts stored in the contacts
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store 138. In some implementations, matching engine 110
can compare alphanumeric characters in the entity mentions
to supplemental information of the contacts. Upon finding a
match, the matching engine 110 can retrieve the supplemental
information of the matched contact from the contacts store
138.
[0037] The translation engine 115 can convert entity mentions to formats that are specific to and compatible with one or
more online social environments to which the entity mentions
are posted via feed items. In some implementations, translation engine 115 can retrieve different social handles corresponding to one or more online social environments from the
social data store 145 and create separate instances of feed
items with each instance including a different 'social handletype'. Examples of different social handle-types can include
Twitter handles, Facebook usernames, LinkedIn links and the
like.
[0038] The separate instances offeed items can be stored in
the instances data store 148. In some implementations, separate feed items can be categorized based on the online social
environment to which they are specific. In other implementations, the separate instances can be mapped to a canonical
entity handle or format based according preferences of users.
[0039] The embedding engine 118 can access the instances
data store 148 and insert or add the separate instances of a
feed item in their respective online social environments as
specified in the instances data store 148. In some implementations, embedding engine 118 can post all of the separate
instances of the feed item in one or more online social environments.
Translation Workflow
[0040] FIG. 2 shows one implementation of workflow 200
of entity mention translation. Other implementations may
perform the steps in different orders and/or with different,
fewer or additional steps than the ones illustrated in FIG. 2.
Multiple steps can be combined in some implementations.
For convenience, this workflow is described with reference to
the system that carries out a method. The system is not necessarily part of the method.
[0041] At step 210, the matching engine 110 can gather
entity mentions in feed items from the entities store 130 and
match it with contacts stored in the contacts store 138. When
a contact is matched, the matching engine 11 0 can extract the
supplemental information associated with that contact at step
220.
[0042] The matching engine 110 can then forward this
supplemental information to translation engine 115 at step
230. The translation engine 115 can then use this supplemental information to invoke social data store 145 at step 240. In
some implementations, the translation engine 115 can
retrieve social handles 146 and social accounts 140 associated
with the matched contact.
[0043] The translation engine 115 can create separate
instances of entity mentions 225, 235 and 245 and thus the
feeds at steps 222, 232 and 242 respectively. The separate
instances can include social handle-types that are specific to
various online social environments such as Twitter 206, Facebook 208, LinkedIn 258, etc. For instance, the translation
engine 115 can convert the entity mentions to: Twitter-specific handlers 225 at step 222, Facebook-specific usernames
235 at step 232 and LinkedIn-specific links 245 at step 242.
[0044] In some implementations, Twitter-specific handlers
225 can be identified by "@identifier"tag formats. Similarly,

Facebook-specific usernames 235 can be identified by tag
formats such as .. www.facebook.comlidentifier.. and LinkedIn-specific links 245 can include .. www.linkedIn.comlidentifier" tag formats.
[0045] The separate instances of entity mentions 225, 235
and 245 can be then be sent to the embedding engine 118 at
steps 226, 236 and 246 respectively. In some implementations, embedding engine 118 can insert the feeds holding the
separate instances of entity mentions 225, 235 and 245 in
respective online social environments: Twitter 206, Facebook
208 and LinkedIn 258 at steps 228, 238 and 248 respectively.
In other implementations, the embedding engine 118 can
invoke the instances data store 148 to find destination online
social environments corresponding to each of the separate
instances of entity mentions 225, 235 and 245.
U ser-Interface
[0046] FIG. 3 illustrates one implementation of a graphical
user-interface 300 of selecting contents for inclusion in a feed
item. In particular, FIG. 3 illustrates a method for posting or
updating a feed on one or more online social environments
using a translation application. In some implementations, the
translation application can be hosted on various online social
environments such as Chatter, Facebook 208, Twitter 206,
LinkedIn 258, etc. FIG. 3 also shows a pick list 305, feed tab
310, online social environment tab 320, and sharing tab 330.
In other implementations, user-interface 300 may not have
the same screen objects or as those listed above and/or may
have other/different screen objects instead of, or in addition
to, those listed above such as a social handle tabs, privacy
tabs, groups tab, tag formats tabs, and the like.
[0047] The graphical user-interface 300 can provide an
interface or dashboard for creating a feed item that includes
entity mentions specified by users. The graphical user-interface 300 can take one of a number of forms, including a
dashboard interface, engagement console, and other interface, such as a mobile interface or summary interface.
[0048] In some implementations, the translation application can be a web-based or cloud-based application running
on any computing device such as a personal computer, laptop
computer, mobile device or any other hand-held computing
device. It can also be a non-social local application running in
an on-premise environment. In other implementations, the
translation application can be accessed from a browser running on a computing device. The browser can be Chrome,
Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, etc.
[0049] In some implementations, the translation application as an engagement console can be a computer desktop
application primarily used for multi-user content engagement. The engagement console can present multiple feed
items into configurable "stacks" such that users can interact
on individual posts. These stacks can also support various
filters and execution of workflow macros allowing users to
assign rules and triggers to the feed item creation. For
instance, users can specify a trigger that automatically creates
a feed item based on pre-assigned workflow macros such as
entity mentions, online social environments and other entities
with whom the feed item can be shared.
[0050] Users can type new and/or update existing messages, posts, replies, feeds, comments, etc. that include entity
mentions using the feed tab 310. In some implementations,
the feed tab 310 can allow users to select which contacts
stored in the contacts store 138 are to be mentioned in feed
items for posting in one or more online social environments.
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In other implementations, pick list tab 305 can be used to
suggest the potential contact matches in a pick list format as
a user types an entity's name or other entity -related information.
[0051] Users can specifY the social handles or the online
social environments for which the social handles are known
using the online social environment tab 320. In some implementations, based on the social handles specified in the online
social environment tab 320, the translation engine 115 can
convert or translate entity mentions to corresponding social
handle-types. In other implementations, the online social
environment tab 320 can allow users to select which social
handles stored in the social data store 145 are to be included
in separate instances of a feed item. In yet other implementations pick list tab 305 can be used to suggest the matched
social handles in a pick list format as a user types an entity's
name or other entity-related information.
[0052] Based on the online social environments specified in
the online social environment tab 320, the embedding engine
118 can insert separate instances of a feed item to corresponding online social environments. In some implementations, the
online social environment tab 320 can allow users to specify
the online social environments listed in the social data store
145 to which the separate instances of a feed item are to be
embedded. In other implementations, pick list tab 305 can be
used to suggest the online social environments in a pick list
format as a user types an online social environment's name or
other online social environment-related information.
[0053] Users can specifY other users or groups with whom
a feed item can be shared on one or more online social environments using the sharing tab 330. In some implementations, the sharing tab 330 can allow users to select the contacts
stored in the contacts store 138 with whom feed items can be
shared. In other implementations, pick list tab 305 can be used
to suggest the potential contact matches in a pick list format as
a user types a user's name or other user-related information.
[0054] In some implementations, users can use the sharing
tab 330 to share feed items with other members of their online
social networks hosted one or more online social environments. In other implementations, the users can also customize
or filter the sharing of feed items such that a feed item can be
shared with varying privacy settings and groups on different
online social environments. For instance, in one online social
environment, a user can share a feed item only with certain
members of his social network such as family members and
prevent his work colleagues from viewing it. Conversely, in
another online social environment, the user can share the
same feed item with his entire friend list or all of the members
of his social network.
[0055] In one example, as shown in FIG. 2, as a user starts
typing the feed item 308 with text "Join" and further inputs
the characters "Marc B", the pick list tab 305 can suggest one
or more contacts that are potential matches to the user input
such as "Marc Bellfontain", "Marc Benioff', "Marc Burt",
and "Marc Buttler." Similarly, in this example, the user specifies the online social environments 318, Facebook 208 and
Twitter 206 in which the feed item 308 is to be posted. Finally,
the sharing settings can be configured to only include friends
328.
[0056] FIG. 4 is one implementation of a graphical userinterface 400 for feed item creation. In particular, FIG. 4
shows a completed feed item 405 along with other completed
post information such as destination online social environments 415 and sharing settings 425. In other implementa-

tions, user-interface 400 may not have the same screen
objects or as those listed above and/or may have other!different screen objects instead of, or in addition to, those listed
above such as a social handle tabs, privacy tabs, groups tab,
tag formats tabs, and the like.
[0057] The completed feed item 405 can include references
to two entity mentions namely "Marc Benioff' and "Dreamforce." These entity mentions can be matched to contacts
stored in the contacts store 138 and can be further translated
into one tag formats specific to the destination online social
environments 415 namely Facebook208 and Twitter 206. The
completed feed item 405 can be posted on online social environments 415 based on the sharing settings 425, which in this
example specifY a user's friends or co-members on the online
social environments 415.
Embedding
[0058] FIGS. 5A and 5B show various implementations of
graphical user-interfaces 500A-B of embedding a feed item in
multiple online social environments. In particular, FIG. 5A
illustrates one implementation of embedding feed item 405 in
Facebook 208 environment and FIG. 5B is one implementation of embedding feed item 405 in Twitter 206 environment.
In other implementations, user-interfaces 500A-B may not
have the same screen objects or as those listed above and/or
may have other!different screen 0 bj ects instead of, or in addition to, those listed above. For instance, user-interfaces
500A-B can illustrate feed item embedding in other online
social environments like LinkedIn.
[0059] Embedding engine 118 can insert a Facebook-specific instance 502 of feed item 405 in Facebook feed. In some
implementations, this Facebook-specific instance 502 can
include tag formats or user names "Marc Benioff' 505 and
"Dreamforce" 510 that are compatible with Facebook social
handle-types. In other implementations, embedding engine
118 can add the Facebook-specific instance 502 to social
accounts of the entities corresponding to user names "Marc
Benioff' 505 and "Dreamforce" 510. In yet other implementations, a preview 515 of the social accounts of the entities can
be displayed.
[0060] Embedding engine 118 can insert a Twitter-specific
instance 528 of feed item 405 in Twitter feed. In some implementations, this Twitter-specific instance 528 can include
identifiers or handles "@Benioff' 520 and "@Dreamforce"
525 that are compatible with Twitter social handle-types. In
other implementations, embedding engine 118 can add the
Twitter-specific instance 528 to social accounts of the entities
corresponding to social handles "@Benioff' 520 and
"@Dreamforce"525. In some other implementations, a reply
tab 530 can be used to respond or forward the Twitter-specific
instance 528.
Translation Schema
[0061] FIG. 6 illustrates one implementation of an entity
mention translation schema 600. FIG. 6 shows that schema
600 can include an entities table 602. In some implementations, entities table 602 can be associated with a contacts table
604 through one-to-one mapping and to feeds table 610 via
one-to-many mapping. The contacts table 604 can be further
associated with one or more online social environment tables
such as Twitter table 606, Facebook table 608 and LinkedIn
table 614 using one-to-one mapping. In other implementations, schema 600 may not have the same tables or fields as
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those listed above and/or may have other/different tables or
fields instead of, or in addition to, those listed above. In some
implementations, contacts table 604 can be associated with
tables for other online social environments like Chatter,
Klout, etc. In other implementations, the contacts table 604
can be mapped to a supplemental information table that can
include fields such as pseudonyms, addresses, phone numbers, employer names, etc.
[0062] When a user specifies or mentions an entity in a feed
item, that entity can be stored in the entities table 602. For
example, the entities table 602 can include entity mentions
603 such as "Benioff', "Bryan" and "Dreamforce." The
matching engine 11 0 can then compare these entity mentions
603 to contacts 605 stored in the contacts table 604. In some
implementations, entity mentions 603 and contacts 605 can
be matched based on first names, last names, alphanumeric
characters, and/or grammar rules. For instance, the contacts
table 604 can hold contacts 605 with fields matching the fields
of entity mentions 603 including "Marc Benioff', "Bryan
Hart" and "Dreamforce" respectively.
[0063] In some implementations, contacts table 604 can be
further associated to one or more online social environment
tables including Twitter table 606, Facebook table 608 and
LinkedIn table 614. These associations can be made via oneto-one relationships such that for each contact stored in the
contacts table 604, the online social environment tables can
represent various accounts registered by the contacts on different online social environments like Twitter 206, Facebook
208, LinkedIn 258, etc.
[0064] The fields of the online social environment tables
606,608 and 614 can include social handles of the contacts
605 that are specific to that online social environment. For
instance, Twitter table 606 can include Twitter handles 607 of
the contacts 605, including "@benioff', "@bhart" and
"@Dreamforce." Similarly, Facebook table 608 can include
Facebook usemames 609 of the contacts 605 such as "/mbenioff', "!bhart" and "/Dreamforce." Finally, LinkedIn table
614 can include LinkedIn links 615 of the contacts 605 like
"/marc-benioff', "!bryan-hart" and "/Dreamforce-2013."
[0065] In some implementations, the entities table 602 can
be mapped to feeds table 610 via one-to-many mapping such
that feeds table 610 can include feed items mentioning entities specified in entities table 602. The feeds table 610 can
include a feed item 611 that includes contacts "Marc Benioff'
and "Dreamforce" corresponding to entity mentions 603
"Benioff' and "Dreamforce" respectively. These fields can be
populated when a user creates a feed item 405 using feed tab
310 to include a corresponding feed 611 with characters "Join
Marc Benioff at Dreamforce this year!" In some other implementations, background text such as "Join" can be distinguished from contact name like "Marc Benioff' using tags or
other identifiers such as "@." In this implementation, when a
user places a tag or identifier in the feed tab 310, the technology disclosed can invoke the contact database and suggest
contact names corresponding to characters following the tag
or identifier. In other implementations, natural language processes can be used to differentiate background text from a
contact name.
[0066] The feeds table 610 can be connected to an instances
table 612 through one-to-many relationship since a single
feed item can have many instances or translations. The translation engine 115 can convert the feed item 611 into one or
more separate instances 613 that are compatible with tag
formats or identifiers of Twitter 206, Facebook 208 and

LinkedIn 258. In some implementations, these instances 613
can be stored in an instances table 612 and include a Facebook-specific instance with characters "Join Imbenioff at
IDreamforce this year!" with Facebook usemames, a Twitterspecific instance with characters "Join@benioffat @Dreamforce this year!" with Twitter handles and a LinkedIn-specific
instance with characters "Join Imarc-benioff at IDreamforce2013 this year!" with LinkedIn links.
Flowcharts
[0067] FIG. 7 is a flow chart 700 of one implementation of
adapting entity mentions to online social environments based
specificities. Other implementations may perform the steps in
different orders and/or with different, fewer or additional
steps than the ones illustrated in FIG. 7. Multiple steps can be
combined in some implementations. For convenience, this
flowchart is described with reference to the system that carries out a method. The system is not necessarily part of the
method.
[0068] Responsive to feed item's posting on multiple
online social environments, the technology disclosed, at step
702, can include receiving a request to post a feed on multiple
online social environments such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc. In some implementations, the request can include
identifiers that identify entities. In other implementations, the
feed item can mention the entities.
[0069] At step 704, the technology disclosed can receive a
selection of multiple online social environments for posting
the feed item. In some implementations, this selection can be
made by a user across a user-interface and further can be
stored in a database. In other implementations, it can receive
a selection of social handle-types, contacts, supplemental
information about the contacts, entity mentions, entity names
and other contact-related information and/or entity related
information.
[0070] The technology disclosed can match the identifier to
a particular contact stored in a database at step 706. In some
implementations, this identifier can be a social handle-type,
contact, supplemental information about the contact, entity
mention, entity name and other contact-related information
and/or entity related information. In other implementations,
the contact can hold supplemental information that includes
multiple social handles of the entity for the multiple online
social environments.
[0071] The technology disclosed can retrieve the multiple
social handles associated with the entity at step 708.
Examples of multiple social handles can include Facebook
usemames, Twitter handles, LinkedIn links, Klout scores, and
the like. In some implementations, the technology disclosed
can use a translation engine 115 to retrieve the multiple social
handles from social handles store 146.
[0072] At step 710, the technology disclosed can creating
different instances of the feed item. In some implementations,
it can replace the entity mentions in the feed item with social
handle-types of corresponding online social environments on
which the feed item is to be posted. In other implementations,
it can post all of the different instances in the same online
social environment.
[0073] The technology disclosed can embed the different
instances of the feed in the online social environments at step
712. In some implementations, it can use the embedding
engine 118 to retrieve the different instances of the feed item
from the instances data store 148 and post it on separate
online social environments Twitter 206, Facebook 208 and
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LinkedIn 258 such that each of the instance includes one or
more tag fonnats compatible with that of the destination
online social environment.
[0074] FIG. 8 shows a flow chart 800 of one implementation of converting entity mentions to online social environments specific identifiers. Other implementations may perform the steps in different orders and/or with different, fewer
or additional steps than the ones illustrated in FIG. 8. Multiple
steps can be combined in some implementations. For convenience, this flowchart is described with reference to the system that carries out a method. The system is not necessarily
part of the method.
[0075] At step 802, the technology disclosed can receive a
feed item that includes an entity mention. In some implementations, the entity mention can refer to entities that have
accounts registered at the heterogeneous online social environments such as Twitter 206, Facebook 208 and LinkedIn
258.
[0076] The technology disclosed can resolve the entity
mentions using a lookup to find tag formats specific to heterogeneous online social environments at step 804. In some
implementations, the tag fonnats can be links to accounts or
profiles representing the entities at the heterogeneous online
social environments.
[0077] The technology disclosed can look up a database at
step 806 that is automatically populated by the web crawler
128 to retrieve social handle-types, contacts, supplemental
information about the contacts, entity mentions, entity names
and other contact-related information and/or entity related
information. In some implementations, this database can be
stored in a portable device's memory such as that of a cellphone and populated manually by a user. In other implementations, this database can be stored in a Read Only Memory
(ROM), a Random Access Memory (RAM), and/or a flash
ROM. In yet other implementations, this database can be
stored in memory units that include: micro-codes of a program for processing and controlling device operations, temporary data generated during program executions, reserved
data, and data transmitted and received by a mobile device.
[0078] At step 808, the technology disclosed can use pick
lists to receive user selection. In some implementations, it can
use pick lists to present at least the entity mentions for encoding in the feed item and the tag formats or the heterogeneous
online social environments for which the tag formats are
known.
[0079] At step 810, the technology disclosed can encode
the tag fonnats in different instances of the feed item. In some
implementations, it can replace the entity mention in the feed
item with tag format-types of corresponding heterogeneous
online social environments on which the feed item is to be
posted. In other implementations, it can post all of the different instances in the same online social environment.
[0080] At step 812, the technology disclosed can automatically cross-post to the heterogeneous online social environments associated with the entity mentions using the tag formats compatible with each of the heterogeneous online social
environments. For instance, when a post is made to Twitter
206 from Facebook 208 using Facebook identifiers "/username", the technology disclosed can translate that post to
include corresponding Twitter handles "@handle" instead of
the Facebook identifiers.
[0081] FIG. 9 illustrates a flow chart 900 of one implementationoftranslating entity mentions to social networking sites
specific identifiers. Other implementations may perform the

steps in different orders and/or with different, fewer or additional steps than the ones illustrated in FIG. 9. Multiple steps
can be combined in some implementations. For convenience,
this flowchart is described with reference to the system that
carries out a method. The system is not necessarily part of the
method.
[0082] At step 902, the technology disclosed can include a
user sending a message that is to be embedded in different
social networking sites. In some implementations, the message can mention an entity. It can also include a database that
stores entity profiles with multiple handles representing the
entity at the different social networking sites.
[0083] The technology disclosed can provide a user a list of
handles or social networking sites for which the handles are
known at step 904. In some implementations, the list of
handles or social networking sites can be retrieved from
social handles store 146.
[0084] At step 906, the technology disclosed can include a
user selecting from the list and specifying separate instances
of the message to be embedded with the handles in the different social networking sites. The technology disclosed can
specifY a canonical entity handle linked to multiple handles,
tag formats or identifiers at step 908 before sending the message to be embedded in the different social networking sites.
In some implementations, the user can previously specifY the
canonical entity handle and the linked multiple handles can be
stored in a database and retrieved when a user creates a feed
item that includes the canonical entity handle. At step 910, the
technology disclosed can embed the different instances of the
feed item in the online social environments. In some implementations, it can use the embedding engine 118 to retrieve
the different instances of the feed item from the instances data
store 148 and post it on separate social networking sites
Twitter 206, Facebook 208 and LinkedIn 258 such that each
of the instance includes social handles compatible with that of
the destination social networking sites.
Computer System
[0085] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of an example computer
system 1000 of entity identification. FIG. 10 is a block diagram of an example computer system, according to one
implementation. Computer system 1010 typically includes at
least one processor 1014 that communicates with a number of
peripheral devices via bus subsystem 1012. These peripheral
devices may include a storage subsystem 1024 including, for
example, memory devices and a file storage subsystem, user
interface input devices 1022, user interface output devices
1020, and a network interface subsystem 1016. The input and
output devices allow user interaction with computer system
1010. Network interface subsystem 1016 provides an interface to outside networks, including an interface to corresponding interface devices in other computer systems.
[0086] User interface input devices 1022 may include a
keyboard; pointing devices such as a mouse, trackball, touchpad, or graphics tablet; a scanner; a touch screen incorporated
into the display; audio input devices such as voice recognition
systems and microphones; and other types of input devices. In
general, use of the tenn "input device" is intended to include
all possible types of devices and ways to input infonnation
into computer system 1010.
[0087] User interface output devices 1020 may include a
display subsystem, a printer, a fax machine, or non-visual
displays such as audio output devices. The display subsystem
may include a cathode ray tube (CRT), a flat-panel device
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such as a liquid crystal display (LCD), a projection device, or
some other mechanism for creating a visible image. The
display subsystem may also provide a non-visual display
such as audio output devices. In general, use of the term
"output device" is intended to include all possible types of
devices and ways to output information from computer system 1010 to the user or to another machine or computer
system.

[0088] Storage subsystem 1024 stores programming and
data constructs that provide the functionality of some or all of
the modules and methods described herein. These software
modules are generally executed by processor 1014 alone or in
combination with other processors.
[0089] Memory 1026 used in the storage subsystem can
include a number of memories including a main random
access memory (RAM) 1030 for storage of instructions and
data during program execution and a read only memory
(ROM) 1032 in which fixed instructions are stored. A file
storage subsystem 1028 can provide persistent storage for
program and data files, and may include a hard disk drive, a
floppy disk drive along with associated removable media, a
CD-ROM drive, an optical drive, or removable media cartridges. The modules implementing the functionality of certain implementations may be stored by file storage subsystem
1028 in the storage subsystem 1024, or in other machines
accessible by the processor.
[0090] Bus subsystem 1012 provides a mechanism for letting the various components and subsystems of computer
system 1010 communicate with each other as intended.
Although bus subsystem 1012 is shown schematically as a
single bus, alternative implementations of the bus subsystem
may use multiple busses.
[0091] Computer system 1010 can be of varying types
including a workstation, server, computing cluster, blade
server, server farm, or any other data processing system or
computing device. Due to the ever-changing nature of computers and networks, the description of computer system
1010 depicted in FIG. 10 is intended only as one example.
Many other configurations of computer system 1010 are possible having more or fewer components than the computer
system depicted in FIG. 10.
Particular Implementations

[0092] In one implementation, a method is described from
the perspective of a system receiving messages from a user
software. In this implementation, the method includes adapting entity mentions in a feed item to online social environments based specificities responsive to feed item's posting on
multiple online social environments. The method includes
receiving a request to post a feed item on multiple online
social environments. The request includes at least one identifier that identifies an entity and the feed mentions the entity.
It further includes receiving a selection of the multiple online
social environments for posting the feed item. It also includes
matching the identifier to a particular contact stored in a
database. The contact holds supplemental information that
includes multiple social handles of the entity for the multiple
online social environments.
[0093] The technology disclosed also includes retrieving
the multiple social handles associated with the entity. It further includes creating different instances of the feed item. The
different instances include social handles that are specific to

the multiple online environments. It also includes embedding
the different instances of the feed item in the online social
environments.
[0094] This method and other implementations of the technology disclosed can each optionally include one or more of
the following features and/or features described in connection with additional methods disclosed. In the interest of
conciseness, the combinations of features disclosed in this
application are not individually enumerated and are not
repeated with each base set of features. The reader will understand how features identified in this section can readily be
combined with sets of base features identified as implementations such as translation environment, translation workflow,
embedding, etc.
[0095] The method further includes social accounts of the
entity being registered at the multiple online social environments. It includes automatically populating the database by a
web crawler. It also includes the social handles being links to
the social accounts that represent the entity at the multiple
online social environments.
[0096] The method further includes creating a canonical
entity identifier linked to multiple social handles previously
specified by a user and using the canonical entity identifier in
the retrieving of the multiple social handles. It also includes
the selection of the multiple online social environments being
performed as a configuration before receiving the request to
post the feed item on the multiple online social environments.
It further includes using pick lists to receive user selection by
presenting at least the particular contact stored in the database
and the multiple social handles or the multiple online social
environments for which the handles are known.
[0097] Other implementations may include a non-transitory computer readable storage medium storing instructions
executable by a processor to perform any of the methods
described above. Yet another implementation may include a
system including memory and one or more processors operable to execute instructions, stored in the memory, to perform
any of the methods described above.
[0098] In another implementation, a method is described
from the perspective of a system receiving messages from a
user software. In this implementation, the method can include
converting entity mentions in a feed item to online social
environments specific identifiers for cross posting on heterogeneous online social environments. The method includes
receiving a feed item that includes an entity mention. It further includes resolving the entity mentions using a lookup to
find tag formats specific to heterogeneous online social environments. It also includes encoding the tag formats in different instances of the feed item and automatically cross posting
to the heterogeneous online social environments associated
with the entity mentions using the tag formats compatible
with each of the heterogeneous online social environments.
[0099] This method and other implementations of the technology disclosed can each optionally include one or more of
the following features and/or features described in connection with additional methods disclosed.
[0100] The method further includes entity mentions referring to entities that have social accounts registered at the
heterogeneous online social environments. It includes looking up a database that is automatically populated by a web
crawler. It also includes the tag formats being links to the
social accounts that represent the entities at the heterogeneous online social environments.
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[0101] The method further includes creating a canonical
entity tag linked to tag formats previously specified by a user
and using the canonical entity tag in the finding of tag formats
specific to the heterogeneous online social environments. It
also includes using pick lists to receive user selection by
presenting at least the entity mentions for encoding in the feed
item and the tag formats or the heterogeneous online social
environments for which the tag formats are known.
[0102] Other implementations may include a non-transitory computer readable storage medium storing instructions
executable by a processor to perform any of the methods
described above. Yet another implementation may include a
system including memory and one or more processors operable to execute instructions, stored in the memory, to perform
any of the methods described above.
[0103] In yet another implementation, a method is
described from the perspective of a user software in communication with a server. In this implementation, the method
includes translating entity mentions in a message to social
networking sites specific identifiers when posting the message to different social networking sites. The method includes
sending a message to be embedded in different social networking sites. The message mentions an entity and a database
is accessible that stores entity profiles with multiple handles
representing the entity at the different social networking sites.
It further includes receiving a list of handles or social networking sites for which the handles are known. It also
includes selecting from the list and specifying separate
instances of the message to be embedded with the handles in
the different social networking sites.
[0104] This method and other implementations of the technology disclosed can each optionally include one or more of
the following features and/or features described in connection with additional methods disclosed.
[0105] The method further includes the entity having social
accounts registered at the different social networking sites. It
includes the database being automatically populated by a web
crawler. It also includes the handles being links to the social
accounts that represent the entity at the different social networking sites.
[0106] The method further includes specifying a canonical
entity handle linked to multiple handles before sending the
message to be embedded in the different social networking
sites. It includes the separate instances of the message being
automatically embedded in the social networking sites corresponding to the multiple handles as a configuration before
receiving the list of the handles or the social networking sites
for which the handles are known. It also includes selecting
through pick lists at least the entity for mention in the message
and the handles or the social networking sites for which the
handles are known.
[0107] Other implementations may include a non-transitory computer readable storage medium storing instructions
executable by a processor to perform any of the methods
described above. Yet another implementation may include a
system including memory and one or more processors operable to execute instructions, stored in the memory, to perform
any of the methods described above.
[0108] While the present invention is disclosed by reference to the preferred implementations and examples detailed
above, it is to be understood that these examples are intended
in an illustrative rather than in a limiting sense. It is contemplated that modifications and combinations will readily occur

to those skilled in the art, which modifications and combinations will be within the spirit of the invention and the scope of
the following claims.
1. A method for adapting entity mentions in a feed item to
requirements for posting on multiple online social environments, the method including:
receiving a request to post a feed item on multiple online
social environments, wherein the request mentions at
least one identifier that identifies an entity;
receiving a selection of the multiple online social environments for posting the feed item;
matching the identifier to a particular contact stored in a
database, wherein the contact holds supplemental information that includes multiple social handles of the entity
for at least some of the multiple online social environments;
retrieving the multiple social handles associated with the
entity;
creating different instances of the feed item, wherein the
different instances include social handles that are specific to the multiple online environments; and
embedding the different instances of the feed item in the
online social environments.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein social accounts of the
entity are registered at the multiple online social environments.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein the database is automatically populated by a web crawler.
4. The method of claim 1, wherein the social handles are
links to social accounts that represent the entity at the multiple
online social environments.
5. The method of claim 1, further including creating a
canonical entity identifier linked to multiple social handles
previously specified by a user and using the canonical entity
identifier in the retrieving of the multiple social handles.
6. The method of claim 1, wherein the selection of the
multiple online social environments is performed as a configuration before receiving the request to post the feed item on
the multiple online social environments.
7. The method of claim 1, further including providing pick
lists to receive user selection by presenting at least:
the particular contact stored in the database; and
the multiple social handles or the multiple online social
environments for which the handles are known.
8. A method for converting entity mentions in a feed item to
online social environments specific identifiers for cross posting on heterogeneous online social environments, the method
including:
receiving a feed item that includes an entity mention;
resolving the entity mention using a lookup to find tag
formats specific to heterogeneous online social environments;
encoding the tag formats in different instances of the feed
item; and
automatically cross posting to the heterogeneous online
social environments associated with the entity mention
using the tag formats compatible with the heterogeneous
online social environments.
9. The method of claim 8, wherein the entity mentions refer
to entities that have social accounts registered at the heterogeneous online social environments.
10. The method of claim 8, further including looking up a
database that is automatically populated by a web crawler.
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11. The method of claim 8, wherein the tag formats are
links to social accounts that represent the entities at the heterogeneous online social environments.
12. The method of claim 8, further including creating a
canonical entity tag linked to tag formats previously specified
by a user and using the canonical entity tag in the finding of
tag formats specific to the heterogeneous online social environments.
13. The method of claim 8, further including using pick
lists to receive user selection by presenting at least:
the entity mentions for encoding in the feed item; and
the tag formats or the heterogeneous online social environments for which the tag formats are known.
14. A method for translating entity mentions in a message
to social networking sites specific identifiers when posting
the message to different social networking sites, the method
including:
sending a message to be embedded in different social networking sites, wherein the message mentions an entity
and a database is accessible that stores entity profiles
with multiple handles representing the entity at the different social networking sites;
receiving a list of handles or social networking sites for
which the handles are known; and

selecting from the list and specifYing separate instances of
the message to be embedded with the handles in the
different social networking sites.
15. The method of claim 14, wherein the entity has social
accounts registered at the different social networking sites.
16. The method of claim 14, wherein the database is automatically populated by a web crawler.
17. The method of claim 14, wherein the handles are links
to social accounts that represent the entity at the different
social networking sites.
18. The method of claim 14, further including specifying a
canonical entity handle linked to multiple handles before
sending the message to be embedded in the different social
networking sites.
19. The method of claim 14, wherein the separate instances
of the message are automatically embedded in the social
networking sites corresponding to the multiple handles as a
configuration before receiving the list of the handles or the
social networking sites for which the handles are known.
20. The method of claim 14, further including selecting
through pick lists at least:
the entity for mention in the message; and
the handles or the social networking sites for which the
handles are known.
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